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Your Definitive Professional Resource

Build solutions for the Microsoft .NET platform quickly and easily with C#--an efficient, object-oriented language. Advanced C# Programming thoroughly explains real-world solutions you can apply to a wide range of business applications or to programming problems. This book also reviews working code available on Microsoft's portal. Maximize the vast capabilities of C# in three key areas--Windows applications, tools and component building, and Web programming--using the advanced development strategies presented in this professional resource.

	Get an overview of core language foundations you will need to create applications  
	Explore Windows Forms programming, multithreading, GDI+, and more in .NET  
	Incorporate roles-based and code access security  
	Use attributes, exception handlers, event logging, and other proven programming methods with ease  
	Extend the Visual Studio .NET IDE using the new extensibility model  
	Implement Web methods, Web services, and asynchronous Web services  
	Learn to use C# in ASP.NET code behind pages, and use cookies, page, and session caching  
	Learn about ADO.NET, Reflection, and emitting IL by exploring the assembly viewer applications  
	Significantly minimize the number of bugs that make it off your work station  


About the Author

   Paul Kimmel (Okemos, Michigan) is the founder of Software Conceptions, Inc., which helps organizations implement object-oriented solutions to problems in point of sales, telecommunications, finance, and insurance. Paul has implemented telephony applications used by Lucent Technologies at Bell Lab, and for back office systems for e-commerce for the Citibank Development Center in Los Angeles. Paul used Delphi in its pre-Delphi incarnations, Turbo and Borland Pascal, to Delphi 1, and he continues to use it today. He is the author and co-author of several computer books including Building Delphi 2 Database Applications for Macmillan. Paul has done development, developer training, and consulting work for Merrill Lynch, Pitney-Bowes, Amway, Mobil Oil, Michigan State University, and Mellon Bank among others.
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DNS and BINDO'Reilly, 1998
You may not know much about the Domain Name System − yet − but whenever you use the Internet, you
use DNS. Every time you send electronic mail or surf the World Wide Web, you rely on the Domain Name
System.

You see, while you, as a human being, prefer to remember the names of computers, computers like to address...
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Human Accomplishment: The Pursuit of Excellence in the Arts and Sciences, 800 B.C. to 1950Harper Perennial, 2004
A sweeping cultural survey reminiscent of Barzun's From Dawn to Decadence.
"At irregular times and in scattered settings, human beings have achieved great things. Human Accomplishment is about those great things, falling in the domains known as the arts and sciences, and the people who did them.' 

So begins...
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Beginning Linux ProgrammingWrox Press, 2007
Building on the success of its previous editions, this must-have guide continues its popular tutorial approach and brings you a straightforward introduction to developing programs for Linux and other UNIX-style operating systems. The author duo of experienced Linux programmers covers a wide range of topics to help you learn more about what Linux...
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Brad's Sure Guide to SQL Server Maintenance Plans (DBA Handbooks)Red gate, 2010

	Millions of SQL Server instances run in the offices of small and medium-sized organizations and there are many "accidental" DBAs out there whose job it is to maintain them. Often, they find that they don't have the knowledge, experience, or critically the time, to perform the correct level of maintenance on their SQL Server...
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HTML 4.0 in Simple StepsDreamtech Press, 2008
HTML 4.0 in Simple Steps helps you learn HTML 4.0 in the easiest possible way. An easy to understand style, lots of examples to support the given concepts and use of practical approach in presentation are some of the key features that make the book unique in itself. Content in this book is presented in such a way that it will be equally helpful to...
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Hitting the Wall: A Vision of a Secure Energy Future (Synthesis Lectures on Energy and the Environment: Technology, Science, and Society)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2008
Hitting the Wall examines the combination of two intractable energy problems of our age: the peaking of global oil production and the overloading of the atmosphere with greenhouse gases. Both emerge from the overconsumption of fossil fuels and solving one problem helps solve the other. The misinformation campaign about climate change is discussed...
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